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Abstract

The monolithic programming model has been favored for high compatibility and easing the programming for SGX enclaves, i.e., running the secure code with all dependent libraries or even library OSes (LibOSes). Yet, it inevitably bloats the trusted computing base (TCB) and thus deviates from the goal of high security. Introducing fine-grained isolation can effectively mitigate TCB bloating while existing solutions face performance issues. We observe that the off-the-shelf Intel MPK is a perfect match for efficient intra-enclave isolation. Nonetheless, the trust models between MPK and SGX are incompatible by design. We hence propose LIGHTENCLAVE, which embraces non-intrusive extensions on existing SGX hardware to incorporate MPK securely and allows multiple light-enclaves isolated within one enclave. Experiments show that LIGHTENCLAVE incurs up to 4% overhead when separating secret SSL keys for server applications and can significantly improve the performance of Graphene-SGX and Occlum by reducing the communication and runtime overhead, respectively.

1 Introduction

Trusted execution environment (TEE) has been a hot topic for both the architecture and security community over the past decade [3, 9, 14, 16, 26, 30, 37, 42]. Intel SGX enclave, a widely-deployed TEE, can enhance both confidentiality and integrity for user-level code/data against untrusted software, including the privileged operating system and hypervisor, and becomes promising protection for secret data processing on the public clouds [17, 19, 31, 32, 39, 44].

To enable SGX-based secret processing for developers, the official Intel SGX SDK [33] requires all libraries to be explicitly statically-linked within an enclave image. All the code and the secret data share the same address space, forming a large TCB. Another favored programming model is SGX-oriented LibOS [17, 19, 31, 49, 53, 55] which loads unmodified binaries into the enclave for ease of development. LibOSes also provide in-enclave system services (e.g., user-level scheduling [17], in-memory filesystem [31]). However, any vulnerabilities (for example, HeartBleed [25]) may tamper with the control flow of the enclave program and can even lead to secret breaches. The root cause is that Intel SGX enclave adopts a monolithic model which bloats the TCB.

To mitigate this problem, prior efforts have deconstructed a program into different independent enclaves [29, 31, 54]. Unfortunately, this choice introduces significant overhead due to secret transfer across enclave boundaries. Hence, intra-enclave isolation is explored by [15, 47, 51, 53]. However, these approaches encounter issues on either (in)flexibility or (in)efficiency. Some [15, 51, 53] instrument enclave memory access instructions to enforce bound checks and thus establish isolated domains within an enclave. Instrumentations cause non-negligible runtime overhead and enlarge the code size that can harm the locality. Moreover, their isolated domains must be contiguous in memory to make the bound checks feasible. New hardware proposals such as Nested Enclave [47] refrains from the above issues by modifying hardware to support inner and outer enclaves. Nevertheless, the overhead across inner-outer boundaries is still expensive.

This work aims at achieving intra-enclave isolation with both efficiency and security. We find that Intel MPK, an off-the-shelf hardware feature for partitioning an address space into multiple memory domains, can be a natural fit to facilitate intra-enclave isolation. Challenges. Although applying MPK for SGX is a promising approach to efficiency because MPK incurs nearly zero overhead for memory access validation and both of them work in the user-level, it poses several security challenges. On the one hand, MPK requires trusting the underlying OS to faithfully configure the page table with correct domain IDs, which involves a conflict trust model against SGX. An untrusted OS can easily modify the domain-IDs or disable the MPK check to violate the isolation. On the other hand, MPK provisions the user-level instruction WRPKRU for changing the domain access permission. A compromised entity within the enclave may exploit this to bypass the intra-enclave isolation.
Thereby, the core technical challenge is how to securely use MPK within an SGX enclave for intra-enclave isolation while facing the untrusted OS (manipulating the page table) and malicious/compromised entities in the enclave (manipulating the domain access permission).

**Our proposal.** We propose a hardware-software co-design, **LightEnclave**, for secure and efficient intra-enclave isolation. It provides a lightweight and flexible abstraction of light-enclaves and allows constructing multiple isolated light-enclaves within one SGX enclave. It includes non-intrusive hardware extensions to solve the trust model conflict between SGX and MPK, and provides a friendly programming model compatible with existing development processes. The OS retains its capability of configuring MPK domain-ID in the page table while being deprived of the ability to arbitrarily modify the MPK configuration since the extended SGX hardware will validate the domain-ID during both initialization and runtime. With **LightEnclave**, enclave developers can assign different memory domains to different light-enclaves and enforce the privilege separation. To prevent a light-enclave from escalating its own privilege (e.g., by abusing WRPKRU), **LightEnclave** combines binary inspection and carefully-designed **light-enclave-gates**.

**LightEnclave** has the following advantages:

- Compared with traditional multi-enclave isolation [29, 31, 54]: **LightEnclave** provides more efficient communication. Control flow transfers are through lightweight **light-enclave-gates** instead of exiting/reentering hardware enclaves. Data sharing leverages secure shared domain rather than data re-encryption through unprotected memory.
- Compared with the instrumentation-based approaches [15, 51, 53]: **LightEnclave** utilizes hardware-enforced domain permission check instead of bounds checking, which incurs nearly zero overhead for memory isolation and imposes no requirement of continuous domain region.
- Compared with the pure-hardware approach [47]: **LightEnclave** is more flexible owing to hardware-software co-design. The underlying hardware offers the mechanism of partitioning enclave domains while software manages a flexible abstraction of light-enclave. Light-enclaves can be either mutually-distrusted or hierarchical.

As SGX is not open source, we validate the hardware extensions of **LightEnclave** on the official SGX emulator (Intel SGX SDK simulation-mode) [33] except one added check on enclave memory access since the emulator does not emulate it (one limitation of our work). We implement the software designs of **LightEnclave** and apply them to two state-of-the-art SGX LibOses, Graphene-SGX [55] and Occlum [53]. Similar to [39, 47], we conducted the performance evaluation on the real SGX machine by adding the estimated performance overhead of our hardware proposal since the emulator shows much better performance than the real SGX due to no emulation of the memory encryption engine. For Graphene-SGX, **LightEnclave** achieves 10.5× speedup for CPU-intensive workloads and 46.5× for multi-tasking intensive workloads; For Occlum, the speedups are 1.49× and 1.28×, respectively. Besides accelerating SGX LibOses, **LightEnclave** can provide higher security for server applications by deconstructing them into components for isolating untrusted ones, which incurs less than 4% overhead. For privacy-preserving serverless applications, **LightEnclave** decreases the latency by 50% to 77% for on-demand function startups.

**Contributions.** (1) A proposal of hardware extensions for how to securely use MPK in an SGX enclave. (2) An easy-to-use abstraction named light-enclave for intra-enclave isolation. (3) A preliminary evaluation to show **LightEnclave**’s performance benefit in different cases.

## 2 Background

### 2.1 Intel SGX

SGX protects user-level code/data by providing hardware-enforced trusted execution environments dubbed **enclaves**.

**Secure memory.** SGX reserves some DRAM as secure memory called Enclave Page Cache (EPC) for storing enclave memory pages. CPU tracks the metadata of each EPC page through Enclave Page Cache Map (EPCM). EPCM also resides in the secure memory, holds one entry for each EPC page, and each entry contains the read, write, execute permission, the mapped virtual address, the owner enclave, etc. For enclave memory accesses, memory management unit (MMU) will check not only the page table information but also the EPCM information (e.g., an EPC page can only be accessed by its owner enclave).

**Enclave creation.** Enclave creation instructions are privileged and thus are executed by the OS. Since SGX does not trust OS, CPU records a measurement during an enclave creation. **ECREATE** instruction creates an enclave’s SECS which contains the enclave metadata and is located in EPC. **EADD** instruction adds one EPC page to the enclave. When executing EADD, an argument structure named PAGEINFO is needed for provisioning information like the page content and permission. **EINIT** finishes the creation. A remote user can ask for the enclave measurement and use the attestation service to examine the enclave construction.

**Enclave execution.** A thread executes unprivileged **ENTER** or **EXIT** instructions for entering or exiting from the enclave, respectively. When entering the enclave, a thread exclusively occupies an enclave TCS (one EPC page) which designates one fixed entry point and the State Save Area (SSA) for the execution. The enclave execution can be interrupted by exceptions or interrupts. If so, CPU performs Asynchronous Enclave Exit (AEX) which saves the execution context into the SSA within the enclave, scrubs the context, etc. The enclave execution can be restored by **ERESUME** instruction. In
SGXv2, dynamic enclave memory management is allowed. An EPC page can be added to a running enclave through the cooperation of the enclave and the OS: the OS executes `EAUG` instruction for adding one page, and then the enclave executes `EACCEPT` or `EACCEPTCOPY` instruction for finishing the adding procedure.

### 2.2 Intel MPK

**MPK and memory domains.** MPK allows an application to partition its virtual address space into 16 different memory domains. Each memory page can be associated with a 4-bit domain-ID by storing it in four previously reserved bits of the corresponding page table entry.

**MPK register and instructions.** There is a per-core register named PKRU which specifies the access permission (read-only, read-write, none) to different domains for the CPU core. The register has 32 bits, and every two bits represent the access permission to one domain. Two unprivileged instructions, `WRPKRU` and `RDPKRU`, can be used to modify and read PKRU, and both usually take less than 30 CPU cycles [28, 48, 56]. MMU transparently enforces the MPK checks that incur almost zero runtime overhead. Besides, MPK has no effects on the execution permission of memory pages, even if PKRU forbids the read permission.

**MPK interaction with SGX.** MMU supports applying MPK domain permission checks to enclave memory accesses in addition to original SGX memory permission checks. The PKRU register can also be automatically saved during AEX and restored by `RESUME`.

### 3 Overview

SGX provides trusted execution environments called enclaves in an application’s address space to protect security-sensitive code/data. To minimize the code-refactoring efforts and avoid the performance penalties caused by the decomposition of applications, there is a popular programming trend that running the whole application with the third-party libraries [17, 33, 54] and even a library OS [19, 31, 55] inside a single SGX hardware enclave, which, however, bloats the TCB and endangers sensitive code/data. For example, once a third-party library containing vulnerabilities is imported into an enclave, attackers may leverage the vulnerabilities to tamper with the integrity and even confidentiality of the enclave.

We propose LIGHTENCLAVE, which brings MPK-based intra-enclave isolation to an SGX enclave, to isolate secure-sensitive code/data from untrusted ones. Specifically, it supports building multiple light-enclaves within one hardware enclave, as depicted in Figure 1.

**Light-enclaves.** LIGHTENCLAVE can partition the enclave memory into different memory domains by marking the (MPK) domain-IDs in the page table entries of enclave pages. A light-enclave can exclusively occupy one memory domain, named **private domain**, to store its private data, e.g., light-enclave-A and light-enclave-B take domain-1 and domain-2, respectively. By default, a light-enclave only has the access permission of its private domain, which means different light-enclaves are mutually distrusted. Nonetheless, LIGHTENCLAVE also allows one light-enclave to have a higher privilege than another, i.e., one light-enclave can access the other one’s private domain but not vice versa. LIGHTENCLAVE accommodates a light-enclave’s data, stack, and heap in its private domain while placing its code in domain-0. A light-enclave can never acquire the access (read/write) permission of domain-0 and thus cannot modify the code. However, it can execute the code in domain-0 normally since the MPK domain isolation enforces no restriction on the execution permission. Therefore, the code is `execute-only` for each light-enclave.

The domain access permission of a light-enclave is its unique identity. LIGHTENCLAVE ensures that the PKRU register always stores its identity during the light-enclave’s execution and thus prevents it from accessing other domains. Note that LIGHTENCLAVE also deprives light-enclaves of their ability to illegally modify PKRU. § 5.2 explains how LIGHTENCLAVE achieves this.

**Secure monitor.** Each hardware enclave contains a secure monitor. As its name indicates, the secure monitor is considered trustworthy and can access all memory domains. Its code and data are both in domain-0 and thus inaccessible to light-enclaves. It works as the manager of the hardware enclave and has responsibilities including creating new light-enclaves at runtime and dynamic enclave memory management.

**Usage model.** The abstraction of light-enclave enables programmers to apply the principle of least privilege in an enclave. For example, the secure-sensitive code can run in one light-enclave while the other libraries are located in another light-enclave, each light-enclave only having the necessary permission. By extending the official Intel SGX SDK, LIGHTENCLAVE allows programmers to separate code/data into
different light-enclaves and declare the interfaces between each other, similar to existing SGX programming. It automatically partitions the enclave memory, merges the light-enclaves into one hardware enclave, and generates light-enclave-gates for their interaction. A light-enclave-gate can efficiently transfer the control flow between two light-enclaves (switching the execution contexts) as well as switch the identity (domain access permission), detailed in § 5.2. Besides static construction, both light-enclaves and light-enclave-gates can also be built during runtime by the secure monitor. § 5.1 describes more about the programming model.

Incompatible trust model between SGX and MPK. To use MPK in an SGX enclave for memory isolation, the enclave pages’ page table entries should be tagged with different domain-IDs. Since the page table is controlled by the OS, LIGHTENCLAVE has to ask the OS to set the desired domain-IDs. The implicit assumption of MPK is that the OS is trusted and will faithfully configure the domain-IDs in the page table. However, the OS is usually considered untrusted for SGX enclaves. Thereby, using existing MPK-based memory isolation in an SGX enclave is unreliable. Specifically, a compromised OS can collude with some malicious/compromised light-enclave to break the isolation boundary between different light-enclaves. To solve this security challenge, we propose non-intrusive SGX hardware extensions on validating the domain-IDs in the page table. § 4 gives concrete attack examples and the corresponding secure extensions. It will also illustrate the security challenges and solutions related to dynamic enclave memory management.

Threat Model. LIGHTENCLAVE inherits the threat model of SGX and thus assumes an adversary can take full control of all the software (including the OS) except SGX enclaves. Besides, it does not assume all the code inside an enclave is trusted. From the perspective of one light-enclave, it needs to trust the SGX hardware, the secure monitor, and the light-enclaves with higher privilege than it (if existed); It does not need to trust any other software, including other light-enclaves in the same SGX enclave; Yet, it still needs to ensure no secret leakage to potentially malicious dependencies during the interaction because LIGHTENCLAVE assumes each light-enclave does not expose its secrets and takes no step forward to eliminate such software bugs. LIGHTENCLAVE also does not consider hardware bugs [22, 34, 36, 45] or side-channel attacks [20, 27, 38].

4 Hardware Extensions

LIGHTENCLAVE is a hardware-software co-design for efficient intra-enclave isolation. This section introduces the proposed hardware extensions. We first analyze the possible attacks when naively combining MPK and SGX in the current hardware design, which further motivates us to improve it with minimal hardware modifications.

4.1 Attacks due to Incompatible Trust Model

Suppose one enclave contains two mutually distrusted light-enclaves, light-enclave-A and light-enclave-B, and the former contains a secret key in its private domain (domain-1), while the latter runs a library which contains a vulnerability and might be compromised. Although light-enclave-B runs in the same enclave address space as light-enclave-A, Naive MPK-based LIGHTENCLAVE ensures that light-enclave-B has no access permission of other domains (i.e., domain-1) and thus cannot retrieve light-enclave-A’s secret key. Besides the insider attacker (light-enclave-B), the untrusted OS, as an outsider attacker, also cannot access the secret key since the key is protected in the SGX enclave.

However, the outsider and insider attackers can collude to steal the secret key. Specifically, light-enclave-B first attempts to read the secret key and thus triggers a page fault because such memory access violates the domain access permission. Then, in the page fault handler, the untrusted OS can modify the domain-ID of the faulting page to the private domain of light-enclave-B (e.g., domain-2) in the page table. Afterward, the execution of light-enclave-B can be resumed, and now it can successfully read the secret key. Later, the untrusted OS can also restore the domain-ID to make the victim light-enclave-A unaware of the attack.

In this way, even if a malicious light-enclave cannot acquire the access permission of other light-enclaves’ private domains, the untrusted OS can modify the domain-IDs in the page table and thus help the malicious light-enclave to access any sensitive data. Besides, the untrusted OS can also directly disabling the MPK feature before the colluding light-enclave executes, which can also break the isolation between different light-enclaves. On a real machine with SGX and MPK, we have successfully launched attacks in both the above ways.

4.2 Secure Domain Access

The key reason why the above attacks can succeed is that the trust models of MPK and SGX conflict. The effectiveness of MPK relies on the OS to correctly set the domain-IDs in the page table entries, whereas the OS is untrusted in SGX. Hence, LIGHTENCLAVE proposes hardware extensions to solve this security conflict.

The high-level idea is to preserve the OS’s ability to configure the domain-IDs in the page table while validating the settings of domain-IDs at both initialization time and runtime. The behavior of maliciously modifying domain-IDs of the enclave pages will be detected by MMU during address translation and then stop the hardware enclave execution. The hardware extensions should achieve the following three security properties.

- Security-property-1: Upon creation time, the domain-ID of each enclave page should be included into the enclave’s measurement for attestation.

Validating the domain-ID during address translation. To meet Security-property-2: During runtime, the OS cannot change the domain-ID of an enclave page.

Security-property-3: the MPK feature cannot be disabled during the enclave execution if requested during creation time.

Including the domain-ID into an enclave page’s secure metadata. During the enclave creation, the OS executes EADD instruction to add an EPC page to the enclave. EADD takes a PAGEINFO structure as an argument. As shown in Figure 2(a), PAGEINFO contains four fields that specify both the metadata and the data for the enclave page to add. The third field points to an SECINFO structure that contains the enclave page information such as the read, write, execution permission. EADD not only records such metadata in the SECINFO structure, but also updates the metadata to add the enclave measurement. To meet Security-property-1, the MPK domain-ID should also be treated as the secure metadata of an enclave page.

We notice that the SECINFO structure has enough reserved space for adding the domain-ID information. Specifically, its FLAGS field has 64 bits while the last 48 bits are unused. So, the domain-ID, which only consists of several bits (e.g., 4 bits can represent 16 domains), can be added here. Besides SECINFO, the EPCM entry of an enclave page should also add an extra field for storing the domain-ID. Two changes are made to EADD: it will also update the enclave measurement according to the domain-ID; it will also record the domain-ID in the EPCM entry. Therefore, after an enclave is built, a remote user can attest whether the domain-ID of each enclave page is correctly set (i.e., meets Security-property-1).

Validating the domain-ID during address translation according to EPCM. When an enclave thread accesses some enclave address (vaddr), MMU translates vaddr into the physical address by first searching the corresponding TLB entry and then querying the page table (upon TLB misses). Since the page table is controlled by the untrusted OS, MMU will further check against the EPCM for the security of translation, as shown in Figure 2(b). Specifically, after retrieving the physical address from the page table entry, MMU locates the corresponding EPCM entry indexed by the physical address and validates the legality of the enclave memory access. A legal access requires: the running enclave matches SECS field in the EPCM, vaddr matches VA field in the EPCM, etc. Note that the domain-ID of an enclave page has already been recorded in the EPCM during the execution of EADD. To meet Security-property-2, MMU will further check the domain-ID retrieved from the page table entry against the domain-ID stored in the EPCM. The equality of the two values is a new necessity for a legal enclave memory access. For legal accesses, MMU will cache the address translation in the TLB as before. No modifications on the structures of TLB or page table are required.

By adding the validation, although the OS can still arbitrarily alter domain-ID of enclave pages in the page table, this dishonesty will be detected upon EPC page accessing. Thereby, the OS can no longer conduct the above-mentioned collusion attack by changing the domain-ID.

Saving and restoring domain-ID during EPC page swapping. SGX introduces specialized instructions for the OS to swap EPC pages. The EWB instruction is responsible for encrypting an EPC page, dumping the encrypted content to the normal memory, and generating PCMD that contains the Message Authentication Code (MAC) of the swapped-out EPC page. Because the EPCM entry of the swapped-out page will be cleared and reused, EWB should also save the domain-ID in PCMD just like saving other secure metadata and take it as an extra input for generating the MAC. When the OS executes swap-in instructions like ELDU to load back enclave pages, the instructions can ensure the domain-ID remains unchanged during EPC page swapping by verifying the MAC.

By checking the newly added domain-ID in EPCM during enclave address translation and keeping the domain-ID intact during enclave page swapping, the OS cannot change
the domain-ID of enclave pages without being detected. So, Security-property-2 is met.

Checking whether MPK is enabled during enclave transition. Whether MMU enables MPK check refers to the PKE bit of the control register, i.e., CR4.PKE. The untrusted OS can clear CR4.PKE and thus disable the MPK check for the enclave (rendering intra-enclave isolation useless), without being noticed by the enclave. To solve this security problem, the hardware should check whether MPK is enabled as required just before the execution of an enclave. Specifically, one new bit (PKE) is added in SECS for specifying whether the enclave desires MPK domain permission check. $EENTER$, the instruction for starting the enclave execution, additionally checks whether CR4.PKE is set when PKE in SECS is set. If not, it refuses to let the enclave run. The same check is also needed in $ERESUME$ that is for resuming the enclave execution. The OS has no way to clear CR4.PKE when an enclave executes since the CPU runs in enclave mode (the OS is not running), so adding the check at enclave entry points is enough for meeting Security-property-3.

### 4.3 Dynamic Enclave Page Management

Since SGXv2 supports dynamic enclave memory management, $LIGHTENCLAVE$ further introduces more hardware extensions to be compatible with this flexible feature.

With SGXv2, the OS can execute $EAUG$ instruction to add an enclave page to a running enclave. The page cannot be used until the enclave issues $EACCEPT$ or $EACCEPTCOPY$ (we name them accept instructions for short) to accept it. Similar to $EADD$, $EAUG$ also takes PAGEINFO (contains $SECINFO$) as one parameter. Thereby, when executing it, the domain-ID of the page should also be specified in $SECINFO$. Then, an enclave can leverage accept instructions to check whether the OS specifies its desired domain-ID. By extending these three instructions, an enclave can still rely on the untrusted OS to add pages on the fly without breaking MPK-based intra-enclave isolation.

We also consider modifying the domain-ID of an enclave page dynamically from the perspective of flexibility. SGXv2 already provides $EMODPE$ for an enclave to proactively extend the access permission of pages. Since $EMODPE$ also takes $SECINFO$ as one parameter and updates EPCM accordingly, it can be reused to update the domain-ID of some enclave pages in the corresponding EPCM. Besides executing $EMODPE$, an enclave still needs to inform the OS about domain-ID modification and then the OS can help set the new domain-ID in the page table.

However, there exist two more attack vectors. The first is caused by adding new pages. The OS may utilize $EAUG$ to add new enclave pages: one TCS page (i.e., adding a new enclave entry point) and some malicious code pages. A compromised light-enclave can adopt these pages through executing accept instructions. Then, the OS can let one thread enter the enclave through the new TCS with any PKRU value (any domain access permission) and execute the malicious code. Eliminating accept instructions in untrusted light-enclaves cannot close this attack vector. This is because such instructions must exist in the enclave (e.g., secure monitor) if dynamic paging is needed and a malicious light-enclave is still possible to execute them by using Return-Oriented Programming (ROP). Even if there are identity checks immediately after the accept instructions, one malicious thread ($T$) has already accepted the new pages for other malicious threads. The vulnerable window is open before $T$ is caught. More seriously, the untrusted OS can frequently interrupt $T$ aiming to enlarge the window. The second arises from modifying domain-IDs. A light-enclave can modify the domain-IDs (set to its private domain-ID) of other light-enclaves’ pages by executing $EMODPE$ and asking the OS to modify the domain-IDs filled in the page table. Then, it can access any sensitive page.

**Authorized dynamic paging based on privilege separation.** Original SGX enclave lacks the mechanism of privilege separation. For example, all the enclave threads can always access the same memory pages and execute the same instructions. $LIGHTENCLAVE$ aims to build isolated light-enclaves within one hardware enclave. The above-proposed SGX extensions make it possible to enforce different memory access permissions within one hardware enclave. Nevertheless, missing the hardware capability of restricting instruction execution leads to the above two attack vectors.

![Figure 3. The structure of per-enclave capability table.](image-url)
Table 1 summarizes the hardware extensions introduced by LightEnclave. First, to securely leverage MPK-based memory isolation inside an SGX enclave, LightEnclave degrades the ability of arbitrarily modifying domain-IDs from the untrusted OS through recording the domain information during enclave initialization and letting the MMU automatically check the information for memory accessing during enclave runtime. Second, to keep the domain-IDs unchanged during enclave page swapping, the swapping-related SGX instructions save and restore the domain-IDs when evicting and reloading enclave pages. Fourth, security checks are also added to prevent the untrusted OS from disabling MPK when entering a hardware enclave and allow fine-grained privilege separation according to a per-enclave capability table when executing four sensitive ENCLU instructions. Last but not least, our hardware extensions are inspired by current SGX implementation, namely, microcode, which is feasible to be integrated into existing SGX hardware designs.

### 5 Software Design

The software part of LightEnclave contains code outside and inside an enclave. The former is an extension based on the existing Intel SGX SDK, which is responsible for generating the enclave memory layout (with the pages’ domain-IDs) specified by programmers and some glue code for easing the development of light-enclaves. The latter is mainly about the secure monitor and light-enclave-gates. § 5.1 introduces the programming model. Based on the hardware extensions, the privilege of a light-enclave is determined by the specific PKRU value to which it binds. To enforce the privilege separation, LightEnclave must further ensure a light-enclave is always bound to the unique PKRU (§ 5.2).

### 4.4 Hardware Extensions Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Brief Description of the Extensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>EADD</td>
<td>Set the page’s domain-ID in EPCM according to the new SECINFO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECREATE</td>
<td>Include the new fields in SECS into the enclave measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swapping</td>
<td>EWB</td>
<td>The domain-ID of an enclave page will be used to update the hash (PCMD.MAC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELD</td>
<td>Ensure the domain-ID of a loaded-back page is unchanged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Paging</td>
<td>EAUG</td>
<td>Similar to EADD. Set the domain-ID for a new enclave page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMODPE</td>
<td>Change the domain-ID of an enclave page in the EPCM at runtime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EACCEPTCOPY</td>
<td>Check whether a page’s domain-ID in EPCM matches the desired one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>EENTERERELEASE</td>
<td>Check whether MPK is enabled as required in SECS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Access</td>
<td>ENCLU Execution</td>
<td>Ensure the domain-IDs in the EPCM and in the page table match before accessing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are over 3,000 reserved bytes in SECS, which is enough for storing the base offset from the enclave base address. One PKRU value is divided into four parts: the first two parts (each part takes 9 bits) are used as indexes to locate next-level pages; the third part (12 bits) is to locate the 1-byte permission in the last-level page; the fourth part (the least significant 2 bits) should both be 1, indicating that enclave cannot access domain-0. If the last 2 bits of PKRU are not 1 (i.e., secure monitor), the capability table takes no effect. Every used light-enclave identity corresponds to one 1-byte permission, one bit meaning whether a sensitive ENCLU instruction can be executed. Such instructions are EACCEPT, EACCEPTCOPY, EMODPE, and EGETKEY because they are related to security (the last one is used to retrieve the enclave encryption key). The rest four bits of the permission are reserved. The type of capability table pages is PT_CAP, which is a new enclave page type and writable to the privileged secure monitor.
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A and light-enclave-B are mutually distrusted, and their private memory domains are domain-1 and domain-2, respectively. To facilitate data exchange between them, domain-3 is allocated as a shared memory domain for them. Thereby, light-enclave-A can access domain-1 and domain-3 while light-enclave-B can access domain-2 and domain-3. To support interaction between them, LIGHTENCLAVE can designate a light-enclave-gate that is responsible for transferring the control flow between the two light-enclaves (changing the identity of light-enclave).

LIGHTENCLAVE inherits and extends the original SGX programming model. In the original model, enclave developers use the interface definition language (IDL) [33] to specify ecalls and ocalls. The former ones are interfaces used by the untrusted application part to invoke functions provided by the enclave. The latter ones are reverse. In LIGHTENCLAVE, the light-enclave developers can still use the same IDL for defining the interfaces between the light-enclave and the untrusted application part. Nevertheless, when automatically generating the trampoline code for the interface, LIGHTENCLAVE ensures the PKRU register is properly set to the light-enclave’s identity (declared by developers) before transferring the control flow into the light-enclave.

For the interfaces between different light-enclaves, LIGHTENCLAVE allows developers to use IDL similarly. A light-enclave can expose two types of interfaces: one is public (any light-enclave can invoke), the other is provided for another specific light-enclave. In contrast, the interface provided by an original SGX enclave (ecall) is always callable. For data transferring between an enclave and the outside-enclave part, the enclave should always be the data mover because it can access both the inside-enclave and outside-enclave memory. Nevertheless, LIGHTENCLAVE allows more data movement mechanisms, e.g., shared memory between two light-enclaves.

Two light-enclaves (e.g., light-enclave-A and light-enclave-B) can directly exchange data through the shared memory (e.g., domain-3) since it is inaccessible by the untrusted application part and other light-enclaves. Compared with two hardware enclaves, the interaction between two light-enclaves is more efficient for both control and data transfer.

Mutual-distrusted light-enclaves have some potential usage scenarios like accommodating different third-party libraries or different processes of a multi-process application. In addition, LIGHTENCLAVE allows hierarchical light-enclaves. As demonstrated in Figure 4, light-enclave-C takes domain-4 as its private domain while having access to domain-5 and domain-6 that are the private domains of D and E. In this case, C is more privileged than both D and E and can directly access their private memory, which may be suitable for auditing or secure multi-party computation scenarios. Another hierarchical case is light-enclave-F, G, and H. Their private domains are domain-7, 8, and 9, separately. In this case, G and H can be considered as more secure execution environments than F, which is similar to an application (F) creating two hardware enclaves (G and H).

In brief, compared to the original SGX programming model, LIGHTENCLAVE shares the similarity of using IDL for declaring the interfaces, which can benefit adoption and usability. LIGHTENCLAVE requires developers’ minor efforts to declare the light-enclave identity, i.e., the memory access permission. Furthermore, developers can declare the instruction execution permission as well. A light-enclave cannot execute sensitive instructions by default. LIGHTENCLAVE abstracts away other details such as memory partitioning through automatically setting the domain-IDs, generating light-enclave-gates, and configuring the capability table.

5.2 PKRU Binding

LIGHTENCLAVE must prevent unauthorized modifications of the PKRU register. Otherwise, a malicious light-enclave can promote its privilege by modifying PKRU to access others’ memory or execute disallowed instructions. To this end, LIGHTENCLAVE deprives light-enclaves of their ability to (arbitrarily) change the PKRU register. There are four ways a light-enclave may get an illegal PKRU value and thus achieve privilege escalation. LIGHTENCLAVE prevents all of them.

First, EENTER instruction does not change the PKRU register so that a light-enclave can inherit the PKRU value configured outside the SGX enclave. To avoid it, LIGHTENCLAVE configures the PKRU register before transferring the control flow to a light-enclave. Specifically, EENTER only transfers the control flow to fixed enclave entries specified by TCS and thus LIGHTENCLAVE can carefully set the PKRU register at these entries (inside the hardware enclave) for ecalls targeted light-enclaves (LIGHTENCLAVE generates the related code). Thereby, a light-enclave cannot inherit the PKRU value set outside the enclave (before invoking EENTER). Besides, since
The **EXIT** instruction also does not change the PKRU register when the control flow transfers from SGX enclave inside to outside. **LIGHTENCLAVE** saves the outside PKRU at entries and restores it at exits.

Second, the **AEX** (Asynchronous Enclave Exit) procedure automatically saves PKRU in SSA (State Save Area), and **ERESUME** restores it. If the saved PKRU in SSA is maliciously manipulated, a light-enclave may get a manipulated PKRU value after being resumed by **ERESUME**. **LIGHTENCLAVE** prevents this by making all the SSA pages reside in domain-0. Domain-0 is only accessible to the trusted secure monitor and inaccessible to all the light-enclaves. In other words, malicious light-enclaves cannot modify the PKRU value saved in the SSA. It is noted that the **AEX** procedure can always access SSAs regardless of MPK checks.

Third, **WRPKRU** instruction is specialized for modifying PKRU, and light-enclaves may execute it to change PKRU and achieve higher privilege. To prevent this, **LIGHTENCLAVE** leverages binary scanning and rewriting to guarantee there is no **WRPKRU** instruction in the code of light-enclaves, similar to [28, 56]. Since x86 instructions have variable lengths, **WRPKRU** could appear as a part of long instructions or span several instructions. **LIGHTENCLAVE** scans the binary code byte-by-byte to locate **WRPKRU**, and if exists, it replaces the related instructions with semantically-identical ones. Thus, compromised/malicious light-enclave cannot find and execute illegal **WRPKRU** instructions even with return-oriented programming (ROP).

```
... // save and clear the caller’s state
1 mov $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
2 xor %ecx, %ecx
3 xor %edx, %edx
4 rdpkru
5 cmp $PKRU_CALLER, %rax
6 jne handle_abuse
7 mov $PKRU_CALLEE, %eax
8 WRPKR
9 cmp $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
10 jne handle_abuse
11 xor %r15, %r15
... // callee executes
```

**Figure 5.** A light-enclave-gate example.

Nevertheless, executing **WRPKRU** instruction is necessary for the interaction between different light-enclaves as they have different PKRU values. **LIGHTENCLAVE** utilizes light-enclave-gates for the interaction. A light-enclave-gate is a piece of code generated by **LIGHTENCLAVE** and contains **WRPKRU**. **Figure 5** shows an example of the light-enclave-gate. Generally, the gate saves the execution states of the caller light-enclave, switches the light-enclave identity to the callee, and restores the execution states of the callee light-enclave (e.g., let the callee execute the corresponding function). The gate is designed to enforce two security requirements: A light-enclave **req-1** cannot abuse the **WRPKRU** instruction for privilege escalation, **req-2** cannot arbitrarily use one gate for invoking other light-enclaves. Specifically, Line-2, Line-3 and Line-7 prepare the parameters for the **WRPKRU** instruction as it requires that **eax** stores the new PKRU value and **ecx** and **edx** are both 0. Line-1 and Line-9 can ensure their wrapped code piece must be executed line-by-line. This is because **SECRET_TOKEN** is unknown to light-enclaves. If a light-enclave wants to pass the check at Line-9, it must execute Line-1 first and thus go through the whole code piece, which guarantees Line-8 (**WRPKRU**) cannot be abused (e.g., a malicious light-enclave cannot directly jump to Line-8 with an illegal PKRU value in **eax**) (meeting **req-1**). Light-enclaves cannot know **SECRET_TOKEN** for two reasons: first, the secure monitor randomly generates and fills **SECRET_TOKEN** when initializing the hardware enclave; second, light-enclave-gates are located in domain-0 and thus are **execute-only** for light-enclaves. Moreover, as mentioned in § 5.1, a light-enclave can expose an interface only for a specific light-enclave. Line-4 to Line-6 are used to authenticate the identity of the caller light-enclave (meeting **req-2**).

```
... // save the current states
1 mov $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
2 mov $bitmap_low, %eax
3 mov $bitmap_high, %edx
4 xrstor64 (%rdi)
5 cmp $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
6 jne handle_abuse
7 xor %r15, %r15
... // continue the execution
```

**Figure 6.** Avoid the abuse of **XRSTOR**.

Fourth, **XRSTOR/XRSTORS** can restore the processor extended states that can also include the PKRU register. Both Intel SGX SDK and some LibOses for SGX utilize **XRSTOR** when re-entering an enclave. Similarly, **LIGHTENCLAVE** first ensures no occurrence of these instructions in light-enclaves by using binary inspection and then wraps the necessary instructions as shown in **Figure 6**. By clearing bit-9 in **bitmap_low**, **XRSTOR** will not modify the PKRU register.

By configuring PKRU at enclave entries/exits and forbidding light-enclaves to access SSA pages, **LIGHTENCLAVE** ensures light-enclaves cannot change the PKRU during the hardware enclave transition. By elaborately controlling the existence of PKRU modifying instructions, **LIGHTENCLAVE** disallows light-enclaves to modify the PKRU arbitrarily. Therefore, **LIGHTENCLAVE** can ensure a light-enclave is always bound to its designated PKRU during execution.
5.3 Secure Monitor

Each hardware enclave contains one secure monitor that works as the control plane. It is trustworthy and can access all the memory domains and execute all the SGX-compatible instructions. During initialization, it has two responsibilities. The first is remote attestation that reports the measurement of the whole hardware enclave to remote users. The second is filling random tokens in the light-enclave-gates. During runtime, it serves light-enclaves, interacts with them through light-enclave-gates. The first service is dynamic enclave page management: it allocates enclave pages with desired domain-IDs for different light-enclaves. The second service is dynamic light-enclave management: it supports building new light-enclaves, reclaiming existing light-enclaves, adding new light-enclave-gates, and allocating shared memory domain. Besides, it also updates the enclave capability table.

6 Implementation

6.1 Integration with SGX LibOSes

Existing SGX library OSes (LibOSes) can be extended to work as the secure monitor in LIGHTENCLAVE. Occlum [53] is a LibOS that runs inside an SGX enclave and supports multiple tasks running on it. To enforce isolation amongst tasks, it enforces MPX-based bounds checking on memory accesses. We add/modify about 1,100 lines of codes (LOC) in Occlum (commit 0a06e898) to integrate the mechanism of LIGHTENCLAVE into it. We name the modified Occlum as Iso-Occlum. Iso-Occlum leverages the abstraction of light-enclave to run different tasks and abandons the original time-consuming bounds checking. Graphene-SGX [55] is another LibOS that runs inside an SGX enclave to support unmodified Linux applications. It can support multi-process applications by creating multiple hardware enclaves. We add/modify about 4,900 LOC to incorporate LIGHTENCLAVE with Graphene-SGX (commit 9c226c9a). The modified one, named Iso-Graphene-SGX, creates light-enclaves instead of hardware enclaves.

6.2 Analysis of the Hardware Proposal

We validate most hardware extensions presented in § 4.2 and § 4.3 on the Intel SGX emulator, i.e., Intel SGX SDK simulation mode. For extensions on data structures, we add new attributes to SECINFO (Domain-ID) and SECS (PKE bit), which use the reserved fields in SECINFO and SECS implemented in the SDK; we also extend the EPCM entry to record Domain-ID. For extensions on instructions, we modify or add the emulation routines of the SGX instructions related to the extended data structures; Since the user-level ENTER and ERESUME routines need to read CR4, we add an ioctl() in the SGX driver for returning the value of CR4, which, however, is unnecessary if implemented in the microcode. We evaluate the correctness of the implementations on the emulator from two aspects. First, enclave applications can seamlessly run with a newer memory layout configuration (with Domain-IDs specified). Second, tampering with any Domain-ID of an enclave page can be detected during the page adding or swapping time. However, the emulator cannot emulate the hardware operations of memory access validation. Thus, we cannot validate the runtime check which aims to ensure the domain-IDs in the EPCM and the page table match before filling the TLBs (this Non-emulated Check is one limitation of our work).

We argue that our hardware proposal is feasible through analyzing the hardware, performance, and memory overhead.

1. Hardware Overhead. Most SGX implementation is based on CPU microcode [8, 24], and the microcode is much easier to update than the hardware [8, 18]. Hence, the updates of instructions summarized in Table 1 can all be applied using SGX microcode without any significant change in the CPU hardware logic. The checking procedure of the enclave memory access also needs one extra validation step, i.e., the Non-emulated Check. According to an in-depth SGX analysis [24] (§ 6), two SGX patents [35, 41], and a recent study [47], the checking procedure only happens when TLB misses occur, and is (very likely) implemented in microcode as well, which means adding our extra validation step may also only need microcode update and require no hardware (e.g., MMU) modifications.

2. Performance Overhead. The required changes to SGX instructions are mostly lightweight: in the emulator, the modifications incur 0.6%-0.7% overhead for constructing an enclave (1MB-1GB), and negligible overhead for enclave swapping/paging. Yet, checking the capability table may add the most overhead if the table is swapped out, i.e., adding up to 30,000 CPU cycles due to swapping three enclave pages in the worst case (adding tens of cycles without swapping). Such a potential cost can be avoided if only the secure monitor executes sensitive ENCLU instructions (infrequently needed) because it does not refer to the capability table. The Non-emulated Check needs to compare the Domain-ID in the page table entry (PTE) and the EPCM. Since the PTE and EPCM are accessed in the original checking procedure, our extra check may only add one cycle of comparison when TLB misses, which is also negligible.

3. Memory Overhead. Four extra (or reserved) bits in the EPCM entry are needed for each 4K enclave page as Domain-ID. Other extensions in SECS and SECINFO incur zero overhead by utilizing previously-unused fields. If required, the capability table usually takes at most several 4K pages for each enclave.

6.3 Limitations

Besides the above Non-emulated Check, another limitation of LIGHTENCLAVE is the number of distrusted light-enclaves
is limited to 16 (although the hierarchical ones can be more) because MPK currently only supports up to 16 domains. There are three potential future solutions. First, prior work [48, 52, 58] proposes orthogonal approaches to extend the number of MPK domains. Second, there are still unused bits in page table entries. It is possible for Intel to allow more bits (even configurable) to be used as domain-ID (2 more bits can increase the number to 64). Third, using multiple enclaves could be one simple solution, i.e., 2 SGX enclaves or 2 nested-enclaves [47] can offer 32 domains, which, however, increases the overhead when cross-enclave interaction is needed. This is also left as our future work.

7 Security Analysis

When two mutually distrusted light-enclaves run in one SGX enclave, LIGHTENCLAVE promises the same security guarantees as running them in separated SGX enclaves. The untrusted OS cannot compromise a light-enclave. Since the light-enclave is guarded inside an SGX enclave, be default the untrusted software including the OS cannot access its memory and execution states. One difference made by LIGHTENCLAVE is enclave pages are tagged with different domain-IDs, which, however, does not bring new attack vectors for two reasons. First, light-enclave’s pages are always located in EPC (i.e., inaccessible to the OS) whichever their domain-IDs are. Second, the OS can only cause DoS attacks by manipulating the domain-IDs in the page table because the correct ones are securely recorded in EPCM.

An untrusted neighbor cannot compromise a light-enclave. A light-enclave may co-run with compromised or malicious neighbor light-enclaves in the same SGX enclave. Suppose light-enclave-A intends to attack light-enclave-B. It has four major attack vectors. First, A may try to directly access B’s memory pages, but LIGHTENCLAVE prevents A from accessing B’s memory by using MPK-based isolation. Second, A may try to access B’s execution states in SSAs. Nevertheless, the SSA pages are located in domain-0 that is inaccessible to light-enclaves. Third, A may try to modify the PKRU register that determines the domain access permission. LIGHTENCLAVE carefully wraps the instructions that can modify PKRU (see Section 5.2), and consequently A cannot leverage these instructions to modify its own PKRU. Moreover, LIGHTENCLAVE locate all the code pages in domain-0 so that light-enclaves cannot either modify its code nor add new code (e.g., via EAUG) to modify the the PKRU register. Fourth, A may deliberately trigger exceptions to crash the execution of the whole enclave, leading to a DoS attack. LIGHTENCLAVE requires the OS to report the unexpected exceptions to the secure monitor that can then inspect the SSAs for locating A. Thereby, A cannot conduct DoS attacks without the help of OS. If the OS does not cooperate, a DoS may happen. Yet, the OS can also easily launch DoS attacks without LIGHTENCLAVE.

The Collusion attack cannot compromise a light-enclave. The untrusted OS can neither set the PKRU register for the malicious light-enclave due to light-enclave-gates at enclave entries, nor modify the domain-IDs of the sensitive enclave pages due to MMU checks according to EPCM. Another concern is two light-enclaves share the same memory encryption key because of running in the same enclave. Nevertheless, SGX encryption mechanism involves the virtual addresses, which prevents potential information leakage under physical attacks.

8 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we seek to answer the following questions:

1. How fast is LIGHTENCLAVE in terms of light-enclave creation and communication? (§ 8.1)
2. How much overhead does the intra-enclave isolation of LIGHTENCLAVE cause to applications? (§ 8.2)
3. How much performance improvement can LIGHTENCLAVE bring to existing LibOSes? (§ 8.3)
4. How much performance improvement can LIGHTENCLAVE bring for FaaS scenarios? (§ 8.4)

We do not use the emulator for evaluation since it doesn’t emulate SGX memory encryption engine and thus shows much better performance than the real SGX. Instead, we evaluate LIGHTENCLAVE on the real machine with Intel i7-10700 IceLake CPU (2.9 GHz, SGXv1, MPK) and Linux kernel 5.4.110 by adding the estimated overhead (similar to [39, 47]). According to § 6.2, the proposed hardware extensions on enclave initialization and memory management incur negligible performance overhead; two of three added hardware checks at runtime are both negligible because either extremely lightweight (the Non-emulated Check) or too infrequent (the capability table check, not required in the following experiments); the last added check in ENTER and ERESUME is on the critical path. Thus, we only add the estimated overhead (19 CPU cycles) on ENTER/ERESUME, which simulates accessing one SECS field (10 cycles) and reading CR4 (9 cycles). The former one is the latency of accessing L1 cache since the cacheline of the SECS field is originally accessed by the two instructions while the latter one is measured by repeating accessing CR4 and getting the average cost.

To show the feasibility and performance benefits of LIGHTENCLAVE, we leverage it to isolate third-party libraries (§ 8.2), integrate it into Graphene-SGX [55] and Occlum [53] (§ 8.3), and apply it in the serverless scenario (§ 8.4).

8.1 Microbenchmarks

Fast creation of light-enclaves. When Graphene-SGX needs to spawn a new process, it follows the standard FORK semantic and thus launches a new enclave that contains exactly
the same contents. Nevertheless, Checkpointing and transferring existing states (opened file tables, memory layout, etc.) are not free. With LIGHTENCLAVE, Iso-Graphene-SGX effectively addresses this performance issue because it can construct multiple light-enclaves (as separated processes) in the same hardware enclave without creating a new hardware enclave from scratch. The first test spawns (light-)enclaves initialized from different sizes of ELFs (include the 2MB LibC): helloworld (2MB), SQLite3 (3MB) and cc1 (13MB), and measures their creation latency. As shown in Table 2, Iso-Graphene-SGX can reduce application creation time by 97% as it does not construct a new hardware enclave and fork a new LibOS instance. The latency of spawning helloworld or SQLite3 is dominated by the complex process creation logic of Graphene-SGX and thus close to each other.

We also compare the process spawn time between Occlum and Iso-Occlum. Iso-Occlum can reduce application creation time by up to 35% because it eliminates code instrumentation and thus avoids bloating the ELF size. For example, the size of cc1 is 17MB with instrumentation and 11MB otherwise. The ELFs are initially stored in Occlum’s encrypted file system. A smaller ELF means loading less content from the file system when spawning.

**Fast communication between light-enclaves.** Graphene-SGX uses multiple SGX enclaves for isolating different entities, running the LibOS instance in each enclave. It supports enclave communication through pipe. For creating one pipe, two LibOS instances negotiate the encryption/decryption key via cryptographic methods. When the enclaves send/receive messages through the pipe, the messages are encrypted/decrypted, which is time-consuming. In Iso-Graphene-SGX, the modified LibOS works as the secure monitor and can allocate a shared memory domain within the hardware enclave for light-enclaves to exchange data. Thereby, the implementation of pipe in Iso-Graphene-SGX requires no message encryption/decryption. We measure the throughput of message passing over pipe under different buffer sizes.

As shown in Figure 7, compared with Graphene-SGX, pipe throughput in Iso-Graphene-SGX is 7x to 40x higher. It is even higher than that in Linux because system calls to LibOS are more lightweight. Differently, Occlum and Iso-Occlum achieve similar throughput because they both leverage the shared memory provided by the LibOS for message passing.

### Table 2: Task creation latency (ms).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>helloworld</th>
<th>SQLite3</th>
<th>cc1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphene-SGX</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>1762</td>
<td>1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso-Graphene-SGX</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occlum</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>9.414</td>
<td>65.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso-Occlum</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>6.259</td>
<td>42.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Figure 7. Performance of Pipe-based communication. |

**8.2 Isolating Third-Party Libraries**

In this subsection, we show LIGHTENCLAVE can be used to apply the multi-level security principle to applications in SGX with low performance overhead. We also compare LIGHTENCLAVE with Nested Enclave [47]. Since hardware extensions of Nested Enclave are also unavailable, we emulate its performance by invoking an empty ocall/ecall when new ocall/n_ecall happens between inner enclaves and the outer enclave.

**Echo Server with OpenSSL.** Isolating sensitive code and third-party code is good for security. For example, prior work [56] suggests isolating the session keys as well as the related SSL library code accessing the keys in an isolated execution environment. Accordingly, we deconstruct the SGX-OpenSSL [13] library and make the minimal code that allocates and accesses the session keys as light-enclave-S (secure) while leaving the rest code as light-enclave-NS (non-secure). Then, we implement a simple echo server linked with the SSL library, and it also runs in light-enclave-NS. Light-enclave-S is more privileged than light-enclave-NS, and any vulnerability in the latter one cannot leak the secrets in the former one. The two light-enclaves run in a hardware enclave as a server, and a client running in another hardware enclave invokes the corresponding service. The client and server use a session key for symmetric encryption/decryption during communication. Since all the session keys are allocated in Light-enclave-S, the echo server in Light-enclave-NS needs to switch to Light-enclave-S for encrypting and decrypting packets. Thus, light-enclave switches happen when sending and receiving packets. For using the approach of Nested Enclave, the secure code should run in an inner enclave while the insure code in the outer enclave.

We gradually increase the size of packets exchanged by the client and the server and present the throughput in Figure 8a.
**LIGHTENCLAVE** introduces up to 2% overhead compared with the baseline (no isolation). There is nearly zero overhead when the packet size is larger than 2kB, since content encryption/decryption and sending/receiving dominate the time. The overhead of Nested Enclave is between 2% to 23%. **LIGHTENCLAVE** can outperform it by up to 27%, indicating the interaction between isolated entities in **LIGHTENCLAVE** is more efficient.

**SQLite3 Server.** We further show an example of confining a whole third-party library in one light-enclave. We build a simple, secure key-value store server that uses the SQLite3 (v3.23.0) engine. The enclave is divided into one trusted light-enclave and one untrusted light-enclave, while the untrusted one is for the third-party library, SQLite3. A client running in a normal process keeps sending requests to the server. The server and client communicate through the local network. The server invokes the interfaces of SQLite3 to perform Insert, Update, and Query operations. The server also encrypts the data before storing it into SQLite3 and decrypts the data after retrieving it from SQLite3. We evaluate both LIGHTENCLAVE and Nested Enclave under different workloads. **Figure 8b** shows the normalized server throughput (baseline has no isolation). For the 100% Insert workload, Nested Enclave shows 11% overhead while LIGHTENCLAVE only incurs 4% overhead. For other workloads, the overhead is negligible.

### 8.3 Optimizing Applications on LibOSes

In this subsection, we show LIGHTENCLAVE can improve the performance of SGX-oriented LibOSes, Graphene-SGX and Occlum (without degrading the security).

- We use GCC to compile five files with various lines of codes: *helloworld* with 5 LOC, *bzip2* with 5K LOC, *gzip* with 5K LOC, *oggenc* with 50K LOC and *SQLite3* with 130K LOC. The normalized compilation time is shown in **Figure 10**. Iso-Graphene-SGX optimizes the process creation time and thus achieves 5.11x to 10.5x speedup compared with Graphene-SGX. Iso-Occlum eliminates the overhead of SFI instrumentation, which is 1.22x to 1.49x faster than Occlum.

**Fish Shell.** Fish shell [6] is a smart and user-friendly command-line shell. When executing new commands, Fish shell spawns a new process. The intermediate results are transferred using pipe. BusyBox [5] is a command-line tool that combines tiny versions of many common UNIX utilities. We use Fish shell (v3.0.0) and BusyBox (v.1.23.1) to show the performance improvement brought by LIGHTENCLAVE to applications that need to spawn new processes frequently. We execute a test script based on byte-unixbench [12] in Fish Shell, which invokes several BusyBox commands (*od, sort, grep, wc* etc.) to handle text files. **Table 3** shows the script’s execution time. Iso-Graphene-SGX is 17.2x faster than Graphene-SGX as it reduces the overhead of process spawns, and Iso-Occlum is 1.28x faster than Occlum as time-consuming bound check instructions are not needed in Iso-Occlum.

### 8.4 Optimizing Serverless Functions

SGX can also be used to protect private data in serverless scenarios. However, the slow enclave initialization may incur substantial overhead because serverless functions usually
execute for a short period. To solve it, some studies deploy serverless functions with SFI [50] or language-based [21] sandbox in SGX enclaves. But they introduce runtime overhead due to software instrumentation or restrict the function language. LIGHTENCLAVE has the potential to reduce such overhead since the construction of light-enclaves is efficient. Specifically, it can initialize a light-enclave inside an existing enclave instead of creating a new hardware enclave for executing one function. We evaluate the whole latency of functions with three approaches: COLD, creating enclave on demand (upon a new request); WARM, maintaining enclave pools to serve requests (avoid enclave creation); LIGHTENCLAVE, creating light-enclaves on demand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>auth</td>
<td>login authentication</td>
<td>Node.js v8.10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crypto</td>
<td>file encryption</td>
<td>Node.js v8.10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>face_detect</td>
<td>face image detection</td>
<td>Python v3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentiment</td>
<td>text sentiment analysis</td>
<td>Python v3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Serverless function benchmarks.

![Figure 11. The latency of executing serverless functions.](image)

Table 4 lists the evaluated serverless functions from [39]. Node.js and Python environments are deployed in Iso-Graphene-SGX and Iso-Occlum, respectively. Figure 11 shows the evaluation results. LIGHTENCLAVE decreases the latency by 50% to 77% compared with COLD, and achieves similar latency with WARM but with significant fewer resources (e.g., one hardware enclave can concurrently run 16 instead of 1 functions). Moreover, skipping runtime initialization is known to decrease further the latency of serverless functions [46], which is orthogonal to our work. Besides fast booting of light-enclaves, the fast interaction between light-enclaves may also decrease the communication overhead between chained serverless functions. In the example of the Sequence-chained test of ServerlessBench [11] (a chain of 5 ephemeral functions takes 105 ms), LIGHTENCLAVE can reduce 12% overall latency by decreasing the communication latency from 3.0 ms to 2.1 us.

9 Related Work

**Intel SGX + Intel MPK.** Two prior studies [23, 57] leverage Intel MPK to confine a malicious enclave’s behaviors such that an enclave cannot access the host regions arbitrarily. Their design goals are different from LIGHTENCLAVE. Nevertheless, LIGHTENCLAVE can be deployed together with such systems by carefully setting the domain access permission. EnclaveDom [43] is a pioneer in using MPK for intra-enclave isolation, and LIGHTENCLAVE shares a similar goal and design. Yet, it is envisioned with an aligned threat model for MPK and is meant to showcase the performance. The hardware proposals of LIGHTENCLAVE can also enhance the security for it.

**Intra-enclave isolation.** Most prior studies achieve intra-enclave memory isolation by instrumenting memory access instructions and ensuring the instrumentation is non-bypassable, such as Occlum [53], CHANCEL [15], Spons & Shields [51], which inevitably causes non-negligible runtime overhead. Nested Enclave [47] proposes architectural extensions to allow an SGX enclave to be an outer enclave of multiple other SGX enclaves as inner enclaves. The outer enclave cannot access the inner enclaves while all the inner ones can access the outer one. Differently, LIGHTENCLAVE is flexible to provide configurable light-enclave hierarchies.

**SGX-oriented LibOSes.** To ease programming of SGX enclaves, there is a line of LibOSes work in the context of SGX. Haven [19] is the first LibOS with multiple shim layers (e.g., network, filesystem, console) to run unmodified Windows applications. Graphene-SGX [55] and SCONE [17] runs unmodified Linux applications and Docker images, respectively, by containing the corresponding OS components within the LibOS. Ryoan [31] further implements an in-memory file system. All of these LibOSes introduce relatively large TCB. LIGHTENCLAVE provides a light-enclave abstraction which may help compartmentalize the LibOS into multiple domains to bring security and reliability benefits.

**Future prospects of LIGHTENCLAVE.** TEEs like SEV [14] and TrustZone [40] can use a trusted OS to provide isolated processes as enclaves. Nevertheless, there also lacks intra-process (intra-enclave) isolation, and decoupling an application into different processes (e.g., for isolating third-party libraries) will incur non-trivial performance overhead due to costly inter-process communication. The idea of LIGHTENCLAVE could be generalized to introduce fine-grained isolation to such monolithic enclave models because the hardware feature of memory protection key (MPK) is not unique to Intel. Examples include ARM memory domains [4], Apple APRR [2], AMD MPK [1], and RISC-V Donky [52].

10 Conclusion

This paper presents LIGHTENCLAVE, a hardware-software co-design for efficient intra-enclave isolation, which compartmentalizes an SGX enclave into isolated light-enclaves to reduce the overall TCB with low runtime overhead. LIGHTENCLAVE can also be integrated into state-of-the-art SGX LibOSes to achieve high-security and high-efficiency.
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